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Vuelta Lamp
A bold light with a sculptural arc reminiscent of ancient columns, 
our Vuelta lamp is made from opal glass with a rippled surface 
that lends textural appeal to the piece. Designed with an 
LED light source that emits a soft, diffused light, it also 
features an adjustable dimmer switch for ultimate 
ambiance control. Use it as a decorative lamp 
in a dark corner or on a shelf to light up 
a collection of books.
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Size: W: 21.5 x H: 21.5 x D: 8.5 cm / W: 8.5 x H: 8.5 x D: 3.3 in
Material: Rippled opal glass with glossy finish. Solid brass feet with 
matte polish. 1.7 metre white fabric cord with dimmer
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 3W
Light source: Non removable LED light source, warm white. 2500K, 
CRI >80. Dimmable up to 183 lm
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Separate version for US. Registered design
Attention text: This is a handmade and mouthblown product. 
Small imperfections in the glass may occur
Certifications: CE, CB, UKCA, RoHs. Only approved for EU/NO/CH/UK 
(UK plug version for UK)
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 1.3 kg
Packsize: 4

110061201
White/Brass

IP20
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Vuelta Floor Lamp
A bold light with a sculptural arc reminiscent of ancient columns, our 
Vuelta Floor Lamp is made from opal glass with a rippled surface that 
lends textural appeal to the piece. Featuring oversized dimensions, 
the artistic Vuelta Floor Lamp will serve as both a sculpture and 
lamp in your home. Designed with an LED light source that 
emits a soft, diffused light, it also features an adjustable 
dimmer switch for ultimate ambiance control.

MeasurementsInformation
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Size: W: 40 x H: 36 x D: 16 cm / W: 15.7 x H: 14.2 x D: 6.3 in
Material: Rippled opal glass with glossy finish. Solid brass feet with 
matte polish. 2.6 metre white fabric cord with dimmer
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 3W
Light source: Non removable LED light source, warm white. 2500K, 
CRI >80. Dimmable up to 265 lm
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Separate version for US. Registered design
Attention text: This is a handmade and mouthblown product. 
Small imperfections in the glass may occur
Certifications: CE, CB, UKCA, RoHs. Only approved for EU/NO/CH/UK 
(UK plug version for UK)
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 4.1 kg
Packsize: 1

1104267278
White/Brass

IP20
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Size: Ø: 8.4 x H: 40 cm / Ø: 3.3 x H: 15.7 in
Material: Mouth blown rippled Opal glass tube with solid brushed brass  
or steel parts. 2.5 metre white fabric cord with dimmer
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 15W
Light source: Non-removable LED light source, 3000K, CRI >90. Dimmable 
up to 1200 lm with memory controlled by the switch or by remote
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Wall brackets and mounting screws are 
included. Separate version for US. Registered design
Attention text: This is a handmade and mouthblown product. 
Small imperfections in the glass may occur
Certifications: CE, LVD, EMC, ROHS.  
Only approved for EU/NO/CH/UK
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 1.7 kg
Packsize: 1

1104263777
White/Stainless Steel

1104263776
White/Brass

IP20

Vuelta Wall Lamp 40
Fusing textural complexity with modern simplicity, the Vuelta 
Wall Lamp features cylindrical translucent opal glass with a 
distinct rippled surface and brushed metal finishes. With an LED 
light source that emits a soft, diffused light, the Vuelta Wall 
Lamp comes with an adjustable dimmer remote for 
ultimate ambiance control.

MeasurementsInformation
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Size: Ø: 8.4 x H: 100 cm / Ø: 3.3 x H: 39.4 in
Material: Mouth blown rippled Opal glass tube with solid brushed brass or 
steel parts. 2.5 metre white fabric cord with dimmer
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 30W
Light source: Non-removable LED light source, 3000K, CRI >90. Dimmable 
up to 2400 lm with memory controlled by the switch or by remote
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Canopy, ceiling brackets and mounting 
screws are included. Separate version for US. Registered design
Certifications: CE, LVD, EMC, ROHS. Only approved for 
EU/NO/CH/UK (UK plug version for UK)
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 4 kg
Packsize: 1

1104263779
White/Stainless Steel

1104263778
White/Brass

IP20

Vuelta Wall Lamp 100
Fusing textural complexity with modern simplicity, the Vuelta 
Wall Lamp features cylindrical translucent opal glass with a 
distinct rippled surface and brushed metal finishes. With an LED 
light source that emits a soft, diffused light, the Vuelta Wall 
Lamp comes with an adjustable dimmer remote for 
ultimate ambiance control.

MeasurementsInformation
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Size: Ø: 8.4 x H: 60 cm / Ø: 3.3 x H: 23.6 in
Material: Mouth blown rippled Opal glass tube with solid brushed brass or 
steel parts. 6 metre white fabric cord. 5 metre suspension wire
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 20W
Light source: Non-removable LED light source, 3000K, CRI >90. Dimmable 
up to 1600 lm with memory controlled by a remote or Dali system
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Canopy, ceiling brackets and mounting 
screws are included. Separate version for US. Registered design
Attention text: This is a handmade and mouthblown product. 
Small imperfections in the glass may occur
Certifications: CE, LVD, EMC, ROHS. Only approved for EU/NO/CH/UK
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 2.2 kg
Packsize: 1

1104263512
White/Stainless Steel

 1104263510
White/Brass

IP20

Vuelta Pendant 60
Fusing textural complexity with modern simplicity, the Vuelta 
Pendant features cylindrical translucent glass with a distinct 
rippled surface and brushed metal finishes. With an LED light 
source that emits a soft, diffused light, the Vuelta Pendant 
comes with an adjustable dimmer remote for ultimate 
ambiance control. Use the pendant on its own, 
or hang multiple lamps in a row for a 
bright, uniformed statement.

MeasurementsInformation
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Size: Ø: 8.4 x W: 100 cm / Ø: 3.3 x W: 39.4 in
Material: Rippled opal glass with glossy finish. Stainless steel or brass parts. 
6 metre white fabric cord. 5 metre suspension wire
Care: Wipe with a damp cloth
Voltage: 220-240V - 50Hz, 30W
Light source: Non-removable LED light source, 3000K, CRI >90. Dimmable 
up to 2400 lm with memory controlled by a remote or Dali system
Info: Service life: 30,000 hours. Canopy, ceiling brackets and mounting 
screws are included. Separate version for US. Registered design
Certifications: CE, LVD, EMC, ROHS. Only approved for EU/NO/CH/UK
Classification: IP20, Class II 
Country of origin: China
Net weight: 3 kg
Packsize: 1

1104263513
White/Stainless Steel

1104263020
White/Brass

IP20

Vuelta Wall Lamp 100
Fusing textural complexity with modern simplicity, the Vuelta 
Pendant features cylindrical translucent glass with a distinct 
rippled surface and brushed metal finishes. With an LED light 
source that emits a soft, diffused light, the Vuelta Pendant 
comes with an adjustable dimmer remote for ultimate 
ambiance control. Use the pendant on its own, 
or hang multiple lamps in a row for a 
bright, uniformed statement.

MeasurementsInformation
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Space to feel comfortably you

fermliving.com


